1. Make sure that your HomeFill system is correctly installed on a firm base.
   Note: If using the stand given (Figure 1, above), make sure that the silver bracket is locked onto the handle of your concentrator.

2. Insert the interconnect hose into the fittings (Figure 2, above) so that it is ported between your Concentrator and the HomeFill unit.
   Note: Make sure to press the metal tab while connecting or disconnecting hose to avoid damage.

3. Plug the power cord into the base of the HomeFill system, then into your wall outlet. (Figure 3, below).

4. Place an empty tank onto the holding sleeve of the HomeFill unit; make sure the filling port is face down on the tank towards the HomeFill’s connector.

5. Make sure that your tank’s toggle is securely closed (turn clockwise to close).

6. Place the brass filling port of your tank on to the HomeFill’s connector; it should pop into place automatically (Figure 4, below).
   Note: Make sure that the green dots are exposed on the HomeFill’s connector before attaching your tank.

7. Turn on the HomeFill unit by flipping the black switch upwards; the AMBER power indicator light should light up.

8. After 10-15 minutes, the AMBER light should switch to a GREEN filling light; this will switch to another GREEN light on the right when the tank is full (this takes approximately 3-4 hours).

9. Once tank is full, push down on the connector fill-port and place the fill-port cover back on to tank (Figure 5, below).

10. Repeat steps 4-8 for each tank.
    Note: You must turn the HomeFill unit off, then back on again before filling new tank; Tanks must be below 1000 psi or system will not fill.